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Editorial
There has been three championship trials
held since we last went to print. Congratulations go to Barry Gilbert with WTCH
Glenalpine Cosworth who was Lorna Cottier’s winning team at Hampshire’s TD trial at North Boarhunt. Mike Williams with
Tadmarton Eleanor took the first spot for
next years KCC’s under judge Anne Collen, at the Scottish WTS Lauder TD trial.
And finally Paul Morling’s winning team
at North East Counties PD Trial at Alnwick
was Dave Olley with WT Ch. Little Raymond.
This month sees the 41st Kennel Club
Working Trial Championships being hosted by Leamington Dog Training Club at
The Kennel Buildings in Stoneleigh, Coventry.
This year the best of the best consists of
13 competitors in TD and 5 competitors in
PD. If you get the chance pop along and
watch the best this sport has to offer strutting their stuff.(see page 23)
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On a less than cheerful note, I always
thought that a lack of subscribers would
be the death of this magazine - it appears
that this is not the case as the magazine is
financially viable - the problem is one of
content, or rather the lack of. It seems that
it goes on facebook and that’s it. I doesn’t
matter how tenacious my desire is to keep
this magazine alive - I can’t print what I
dont have. For the first time since I have
been running this magazine I can see a situation looming where I have no copy for a
magazine. So please, if you have any outstanding reports or information that folk
will find interesting send it in.
On the other hand if you think the magazine has had its day and should be allowed
to go quietly, please let me know.

The opinions expressed within this magazine are not necessarily those of the Editorial staff. Written permission must be
obtained for any item to be reproduced
whether in newsletters or on the Internet.
©
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One way or another something has to happen, and happen soon.

ing more to promote our sport. Why are not
more of them aiming to introduce NEW
people to Trials? There are training days
run by most Societies, many more than
in the old days, but they all appear to be
aimed at members and competitors,who
already know about Trials! Posters in
vets,pet shops etc. demonstrations and
leaflets at local events , Open days for the
public, there are many possibilities.
Active encouragement of local people really works. Chris Young runs weekly training as part of Avon W.T.S. on land she
bought to use for her own dogs and now
generously shares with others. 10 years
ago only 3 people from the Forest of Dean
were competing in Working Trials, now
7 dogs from Chris’s group are regularly
competing, 4 of them qualified at Wessex
recently.
The difficulty of finding land for training is one of the biggest hurdles to over-

Mark Skillin
Editor
R eaders Letters
Dear Ed
Re. “Enticing Newcomers”
Working Trials as a sport needs more
publicity and more information available
to attract dog owners who know nothing
about it. Holding the K.C.C.s at Stoneleigh
every year would be an opportunity for advertising at a venue that could cope with
more members of the public than most Trials bases. The individual Societies would
sponser and organise as they do now.
All Working Trial Societies should be do-

DON’T FORGET . . . . ENTRIES CLOSING
October
5th

Leamington WTS
(Brinklow, ends 15th November)
Lincoln WTS
(Dunholme, ends 8th November)
ASPADS
(Dundee, ends 8th November)

CH

CD WD TD

OP

CD UD WD TD PD

CH

CD UD WD TD

18th

Essex WTS
(Danbury, ends 22nd November)

CH

CD UD WD TD PD

20th

North West Counties WTS
OP
(Lower Withington, ends 22nd November)
Wessex WTC
OP
(Upottery, ends 29th November)
Benfleet WTS
OP
(Hockley, ends 28th November)

6th
7th

26th
31st

CD UD WD PD
CD UD TD
CD Intro

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THESE DATES
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come for Working Trials to have a future
and encourage newcomers. Very few of us
have acres of our own land, have to travel
miles to tracking land and would be wary
of taking too many people to “our” farmers fields . Even the most long estabished
arrangement can be stopped, as happened
with W.K.C.
The one consistant reason for not trying
Working Trials, even from competitors in
other disciplines, is the jumps. People will
not attempt them, they see them as a risk to
their pet.To watch “a fit young dog doing
the jumps properly etc “may be inspiring
in training, but watching the jumps at ANY
trial would not convince a newcomer to try
them with his own dog. Personally I would
welcome an addition to the I Regs. saying
that the dog’s front feet MUST touch the
face of the scale when descending. And
what about amending the scale height to
5ft 6in and the long jump to 8ft in all
stakes (except P.D.), for twelve months to
“test the water” ? Also isn’t it about time
that Ch. T.D. was worked as T.D.Open?
Working on two days was stopped in the
other tracking stakes yonks ago and nobody misses the extra travelling, time and
expense. Those wanting a social occasion
could return for the presentations on the
last day.
My suggestions are meant to make our
sport more accessible and more attractive to newcomers with only a few minor
changes to the regulations. We need to DO
something NOW. We need new people to
find out about trials and want to take part .
There is a demand for dog activities ,as the
rise of Rally and U.K.Tracking show, but
when the total number of triallists competing in one year is less than the entries for
a couple of obedience shows, the way forward looks like the way downward.
Jan Baker

Ask the expert
I would like to pose a question for your
experts. Ask three and you’ll probably get
three different answers! At home, my border collie is doing lovely sendaways, up to
150 yards quite often, and we have started
redirects. However, very frequently at a trial, he seems to lose confidence as he goes
about fifty yards then stops and turns to
face me. I can get him going again, but lose
marks for additional commands. I have lots
of locations to practice in on our farm, so
it isn’t just that I train in one place only.
And I almost always send to a boundary in
training so he shouldn’t expect to stop in
the middle of a field. Any ideas or tips?
Di Whiting
Tony replies:
My answer to your question would be, yes
I think it most likely that he is losing confidence, and for me this is being compounded every time you tell him to go on, as he
will take his confidence from your command, because by giving it you are telling
him he is alright to continue.
You say you train to different places on
your farm, but by definition they are familiar places, and become more so the more
you train.
I have several very definite points in sendaway training.
1)
From the very start of training I always send to a boundary, and I give a command to stop, just before my dog reaches
the barrier, so he learns it is my command
that stops him, and not that he couldn’t go
any further
2)
If my dog stops on an outrun at
any time in training I will go to him and set
him up again, I will never re-command him
from the start point.
3)
Once I believe my dog under5

stands what a sendaway is I will never put
a lure out again, I really do think that my
dog, once competing, would very quickly
learn the difference between the toy /food
being out there at home, but when we have
travelled for three hours, there are people
around and his handler is tense, then his
lure is not there anymore. I want him to
understand that the sendaway is a reward
based exercise and not a lure based one.
4)
I do train in a lot of different areas, ie: neighbouring farmer’s fields, recreation fields, green areas at motorway services, etc.
I honestly say that I would not compete
with my dog unless I could go into a strange
field with him and be quite confident that
he would do at least a 150 yard sendaway.
My main aim is to have a dog being confident to run forward until told to stop, no
matter how far this is, and in training this
can mean up to 500 yards, as the dog gets
more experienced.
I re-iterate what I have said before, why
would I expect my dog to go to a Trial and
do something I have not taught him to in
training.

cause of the wide variety of dogs that had
begun to attend. The fee for changing the
name was 10/6d!
The club was still only an obedience club
at this stage. However, in 1982 as the various disciplines, particularly Agility, Working Trials and Ringcraft developed and
became more popular, Kate Peyton, then
Head Trainer, established the concept of
each discipline having its own section and
working more autonomously. David Appleby (now established as a behaviourist)
headed up the Agility Section, Mike Williams took Working Trials and Phil Pryor
the Ringcraft. The current Rally Obedience section started in 2010 with Rachel
Bradley at the helm.
In December 2008, Leamington Dog Training Club entered into a partnership with the
Kennel Club to use their new building at
Stoneleigh Park as our headquarters. The
club now uses the venue on Wednesday
evenings for Obedience and Ringcraft,
Tuesday evenings for Agility and Thursday
evenings for Rally Obedience.
Paul Gardner - Club Secretary
LEAMINGTON WORKING TRIALS
Early Days
Mike and I set up the section in 1982. At
that time we were a small group of hugely
enthusiastic members, very proactive in the
way we ran things, meeting twice a week
in the summer and mainly weekends during the winter. We used to train at different venues around Leamington, Warwick,
Coventry and Kenilworth, so that the dogs
would be used to working in different environments with different distractions. We
made use of public parks and playing fields
as well as what was then Manor Fields
Farm and the Royal Showground car parks
at Stoneleigh. The jumps were transported
in the back of various people’s cars and we
used to focus on a different aspect of the

2015 Kennel Club Championships
Hosted by
LEAMINGTON DTC
Leamington Dog Training Club was founded in 1952 by our current president, Mrs
Joan Winters, and a group of her friends. It
was originally called The Leamington Alsatian Training Club because it started with
6 GSD’s and 2 Boxers!
The first meeting was held at Spencer
Street Church Hall and was basically a chat
with 12 people and their dogs. In 1955 the
club moved to the British Legion Club in
Leamington Spa and changed its name to
The Leamington Dog Training Club be6

He was flanked by his security trained Rott,
which was not at all pleased to see a field
full of other dogs and lots of people. He
set off very purposefully towards the judge
and steward and the dog currently working the C/A round. After a lot of shouting,
order was restored and the C/A continued,
albeit with a rather pale faced judge and
steward!
In 1992, we ran the KCC’s for the first
time; the judges were Eric Roberts (PD)
and Barry Harvey (TD), and Jacqui Gibney
was Trials Manager. Leamington members
taking part were Gary Atkins with WTCh
Wicklow Lad, Roger Shrimpton with
WTCh Burnaway Tiffee and Mike Williams with WTCh Sammy Dana’s Pal. The
PD winners were Rod Roberts with WTCh
Little Sid and Steph McBride with WTCh
Rillambrook Flynn won the TD.
Also in 1992, Mike moved to Ireland and
Maurice Cooke then became section head.
When Maurice stood down from this position David Barker then took over as section
head.
In 2004 we ran the KCC’s again. This time
John Reynolds judged TD and Jean Cooke
PD, and Maurice Cooke was Trials Manager. Leamington members participating this
time were Pat Herbert with WTCh Jolly Jill
and Pat Parkinson with WTCh Dreaganta
Double Decker. The TD winner was Anne
Bussey with WTCh Romeno If Six Was
Nine and Rod Roberts won the PD, this
time with Little Bart.
In 2007 our current section head, John
Wykes, took over from David and in 2010
we moved from our long time training base
at Stoneleigh to a new venue at Hatton
Country World. This was quite a wrench as
we all loved Stoneleigh but thanks to some
determined negotiating by Kate Wykes, we
now have a well-established training area
at Hatton, which provides excellent challenges for our dogs in the distraction and

work each time we met. During the winter Mike organized discussion groups on a
Wednesday evening, usually at the Virgins
and Castle pub in Kenilworth, where we
could discuss different training methods,
trials etiquette and our various triumphs
and disasters at trials; these seemed to be
very successful and promoted a cohesive
and friendly club atmosphere.
Our first weekend course was a Roy Hunter
weekend and we then ran frequent training
days, inviting guest instructors whenever
possible. Keith Lake, Stan Ford, Charlie
Taylor, John Rogerson and Barry Gilbert,
to name just a few of the people who gave
us the benefit of their expertise, helped to
make Leamington members some of the
most consistently successful in trials, both
then and now.
It was all really good fun too! We had a
“Dog’s Dinner” every January and matches
with other clubs, an Annual Competition,
a New Year’s Day Pursuit Track (great
for blowing away our hangovers!) and a
Christmas Eve walk for handlers and dogs
with sherry and mince pies (before the
drink driving was so strictly enforced!!).
One year we had around 20 members and
possibly 30 or so dogs on the walk. The
dogs all behaved impeccably with one another. However, two of the handlers, who
shall be nameless, nearly came to blows; I
can’t even remember what about now, but
it was very dramatic.
We had a magazine! “The Right Track”,
very ably edited by Bev Boughton (then
Preston), which kept us all up to date with
news, events, training venues and some
training tips as well. There will be some
copies to view at the base.
Our first trial took place at Stoneleigh in
1988; the base was a marquee in Car Park
5. On the first day Lord Leigh, the owner
of the estate, appeared on horseback, to see
what this Working Trials thing was about.
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busyness of the environment. We have
a strong nucleus of very experienced trialists and one of our strengths now, as in
earlier days, is our ability to work together,
sharing ideas and suggestions for different
methods and different aspects of the Working Trials World.
Kate Peyton

trials over the years from CD to Ticket, to
all the tracklayers and stewards who have
given their time to help me, and to all the
competitors who have entered and allowed
me to see their dogs work - you have all
made this fantastic opportunity possible.
Thank you.
I hope I have set a test that will be worthy
of all the handlers and dogs who have put
in so much work to enable them the privilege of competing at the KCC’s this year.
I wish everyone at Leamington the best of
luck and success in running the trial, and
thank them enormously for taking on the
2015 KCC’s at short notice and for all their
hard work prior and during the event.
To the competitors – well done and congratulations on your achievement in getting to the 2015 KCC’s. I look forward to
seeing you all and wish you the very best
of luck. Hopefully you will all have a great
time, enjoy the occasion and qualify.

TRACKING DOG STAKE
JUDGE: LOL CAMPBELL

* * * * * *
First of all I’d like to thank the Kennel Club
for inviting me to judge at the 2015 Kennel
Club Championships, and a special thank
you to all the societies who nominated me what an honour and privilege it is.
I came into trials in the 1980’s after meeting Carole Hall; she showed me what it
was possible to achieve with my dogs and
what fun trials were for both dog and handler. Once I started training I was hooked!
I have trained and worked 6 dogs in trials,
1 labrador and 5 collies, who have all provided me with lots of enjoyable times and
varying amounts of success, the best being the Reserve Ticket at Lauder in 1999.
I have been a member of NECWTS since
I came into Working Trials and have been
fortunate enough to work with, and have
the support of, a great bunch of people.
I am grateful to all the societies who have
given me the opportunity to judge at their

GARY ATKINS
WITH
WTCH GLENALPINE PETE,
CDEX - TDEX
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Dog’s pet Name: Pete
Breed:		
Border Collie
Owners:
Mr and Mrs Atkins
Breeder:
Mr and Mrs Taylor
Date of Birth: 21/01/2011
Sire:		
WTCh Our Dug
Dam:		
Glenalpine Celyn
Qualified at:
YWTS, Judge: Nigel
Hines; ASPADS Oxford, Judge: Vana
Moody; WKC, Judge: Gary Martin; ASPADS Enfield, Judge: Linda Newbold;
ASPADS Scarborough, Judge: Allyson
Tohme

and support. Julie is obviously my not
so secret weapon, always coming up with
good ideas and methods to improve Pete’s
training and performance.
I should like to wish Leamington the very
best of luck with running this event - I’m
sure it will be great. Good luck to Moira
and Lol, I hope you enjoy your weekend,
also good luck to all competitors.
A few more thanks, to Nigel Hines, Vana
Moody, Gary Martin, Linda Newbold
and Allyson Tohme for awarding Pete his
Tickets this year and to all the tracklayers, square and C/A stewards for giving up
your time to help others compete, to Trials Managers and all the other helpers; it’s
been said before but without people being
prepared to put a bit back in there would be
no trials. To Julie, the brains of our team, I
know I wouldn’t be here without you, and
finally to Pete - thanks, you’ll do!

It’s been quite a year for us since the last
KCC’s. The bad parts were the loss of both
Dug and Ron, two good old boys who will
always be missed.
In October last year we drove the three plus
hours to Tow Law to spend about 3 minutes in a beautiful grass field before taking
the previous days walk in. The three plus
hours home found us trying to work out
what was going wrong with Pete’s tracking. Between us, we came up with a plan
to try to improve things and up to now it
seems to be going okay.
Pete has given me the best year I have ever
had in trials and by quite a distance. Since
Tow Law we have entered 8 trials gaining
five Tickets, two reserves and one fourth
place.
Pete seems to have grown into working TD
championship over the last year and obviously I am very pleased with the way things
have gone. He is still as daft as a brush
at home and continues with his favourite
hobby of stealing shoes, mainly mine but
not always. He seems genuinely amazed
that Reg and Peg don’t share his idea of a
prized possession.
I’m very lucky to train at Leamington
with a great bunch of people and dogs and
would like to thank, as always, Pat, Wendy,
Andy, Eric and Yvonne for all their help

* * * * * *
ANDY BAKER
WITH
WTCH SID THE LEMON SQUEEZER

Dog’s Pet Name: Sid
Breed:		
Border Collie
Breeder:
Mr D F M Thompson
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Date of Birth: 22/08/2006
Sire:		
Jim
Dam:		
Pat
Qualified at:
Leamington,
Judge:
Jill Carruthers; Essex 2000, Judge: Jean
Howells

WENDY BEASLEY
WITH
WT. CH STARDELL LUNAR
CDEX – TDEX, PDEX

Sid won the trials at Leamington and Essex which gave him qualification for this
year’s KCC’s; I would like to thank Jill
Carruthers and Jean Howells for awarding
us the Tickets. The time that judges give
up to judge trials is unbelievable and in all
sorts of weather conditions - the weather
on the control day at Essex was horrendous, with very heavy rain all day. Jean
did all she could to help the dogs, moving
the jumps, wiping them down etc and still
managed to keep a smile on her face. That
rain caused many dogs problems with the
agility section. The effort Sid had to put
in to pull himself over the scale showed
the commitment that he always has for his
work; he is a strong willed dog who likes
to do everything at his own fast pace and
thinks he knows best. At times I wish he
would just humour me and occasionally do
as I ask, but then again when you see his
commitment, especially considering his
age - would I change him? No. Would I
want another dog like him? Would you?
Good luck to Leamington and thank you
for running the event this year. Good luck
to all the other competitors, let’s have a
good time and show what an excellent
sport Working Trials is.

Dog’s pet Name: Lunar
Breed:		
Border Collie
Breeder:
Owner
Date of Birth: 16/02/2008
Sire:		
Bridgalpine Zac,
CDEx-TDEx
Dam:		
Stardell Maia at Nyewood
Qualified at:
Lincolnshire
GSD&ABTS, Judge: Judy Meekings
As always I must say a big thank you to
Jacqui Rutter, for although Lunar is my
breeding she did all the hard work to produce this super little girl.
Lunar never ceases to surprise me, and the
slightly nutty and hyper collie that I live
with turns into a focussed, thinking dog as
soon as she starts to work. With wins in
both TD and PD she is a true dual champion, and she fulfilled my ambition to make
up a dog with a Ticket in each stake, so this
latest TD is a real bonus. I am sure that
both she and I will enjoy our KCC’S and I
hope that all the other competitors in both
stakes, and the Leamington team that are
hosting the event, will do so as well.

* * * * * *
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ALAN BEXON
WITH
FLY BY NIGHT LAD

Lastly, I would like to say good luck to
Lol Campbell and his team and to all other
competitors and thank you for making the
three days very special.
* * * * * *
PAUL BRYAN
WITH
KIPCROFT ETERNAL FLAME AT
BRYNBOURNE

Dog’s Pet Name: Fly
Breed:		
WSD
Breeder:
Mrs J Lee
Date of Birth: 10/07/2009
Sire:		
Roy
Dam:		
Dolly
Qualified at:
SWTS, Judge:
Campbell

Lol

What a fantastic way to start a week’s holiday, winning the Ticket at Lauder under
judge Lol Campbell. Thanks, Lol.
Fly worked so hard in very strong winds
on that common, but made it look easy.
Fly is such a super dog to work and train,
he loves to be out there working. It was a
good day when Dave and Jenny Olley, myself and Karen went to Bradford to look at
the litter of pups - being a tight Yorkshireman I was happy to only pay £150 for him.
What a buy he was!
Again I have to thank everyone who is involved in our training; without family and
friends laying tracks and discussing training tactics the task would have been much
harder to accomplish.
Good luck to the Leamington team on
running this year’s KCC’S and thank you
to the club for inviting myself and Fly to
compete in this year’s KCC’S. I am really
looking forward to competing there.

Dog’s Pet Name: Wispa
Breed:		
Border Collie
Breeder:
Mrs M M Edgar
Date of Birth: 05/04/2008
Sire:		
WTCh Flynntastic Red
Jaff of Tarnforce
Dam:		
Min at Kipcroft
Qualified at:
Midland
Counties,
Judge: Sue Jones
Well, where do I start? After all these years
of working dogs, I finally find myself addressing you guys as a competitor at this
11

year’s KCCs! For those of you that know
me, written English has never been a strong
point of mine so I’ll keep it as short as I
can.
So here I am, 5 police dogs and 5 civi dogs
down the line and I’ve finally made it. My
daughter tells me that it has absolutely
nothing to do with the fact that Wispa is the
first bitch I’ve ever worked. None whatsoever, not at all, no coincidence in the slightest! So what can I say about Wispa that you
don’t already know. We met in 2009 when
we took her in from her previous owner.
With the first essential year almost gone I
started training her immediately, with some
reservations about whether it was all in vain
and too little too late. The response I got
from her was pleasantly surprising and the
rest, as they say, is history. We gradually
started to climb the ladder and got to where
we are now. She is simply a truly faithful
companion who will work her socks off to
please me, never giving less than 100% effort and attitude.
She has been a very important part of my
life over the past few years and I owe her
a lot of thanks for her companionship and
tolerance. My stroke back in March has
made this year a very challenging one to
say the least. Adjusting to life in the shadow of stroke has been very daunting, and
difficult at times to both comprehend and
accept. The new challenges have been
frustrating, but Wispa has been the one
constant which has made me feel like the
person I was before and comfortable with
it. Since finding my feet again (and I mean
literally as I still can’t blooming drive yet)
it has been reassuring to know that she will
still do what I ask of her, come what may.
I can’t pass without giving thanks to all the
farmers who let me train on their land, and
to all the people who have helped me with
my training over the past few years. It has
always pleased me to find company in such

kind and generous people who are willing
to share experiences and advice in order for
Wispa and me to get better as a team. You
know who you all are… I never cease to
enjoy competing amongst such lovely people and dogs, who share and understand the
enjoyment trialling gives. I can’t say what
this trial will bring, but we will be there and
we will enjoy it. I think we’ve earned it.
Thanks for reading and for all your support.
* * * * * *
JILL CARRUTHERS
WITH
WTCH VOMKYNA DARCA

Dog’s Pet Name: Darcey
Breed:		
GSD
Breeder:
Mr C Pilton
Date of Birth: 23/06/2008
Sire:		
Wolfhaus Bud
Dam:		
Tydain Fulda
Qualified at:
NECWTS, Judge: Ann
Bedford
12

I would like to say thank you to Leamington Working Trials section for hosting this
prestigious event. Also to the many friends
who have given me help along the way with
each of my dogs (problems, problems)!
A big thank you must go to Ruth Cahill
for grooming me to take Darcy; she is and
has been as wonderful as Ruth predicted.
Darcy came up trumps at Tow Law trial,
she did well in the nosework and then produced a good C/A round to win - yippee!!
So I can only hope we have a good enough
interpretation of the TD test to qualify, but
I won’t be holding my breath on that outcome.
Best wishes to our fellow competitors for a
successful KCC`s

There is always an interesting debate
amongst trialists about whether to age
tracks or nor. Since I retired this is what
I do:In the village where we live there is a gap
in the traffic between the secondary school
bus picking the older children up to go to
the next town at about 08-10 and the local
primary school rush at 8-40 to 9-00. So I
take the dogs out for a walk in the quiet
period and lay a track afterwards at about
9-30. When we get home I let them settle
down and then feed at 10-00.
I make lunch at 12-00 and usually watch
Bargain Hunt. Now comes the secret
weapon! When I wake up again the news
is normally on and it is about 1-15, so I put
the dog in the car and go and work the track
at about 1-30. This means the track will be
4hrs old.
It seems to work. This season we have won
3 Tickets and had 6 reserve Tickets, one of
which was at last year’s KCC’s.

* * * * * *
BARRY GILBERT
WITH
WTCH GLENALPINE COSWORTH,
CDEX - TDEX

* * * * * *
TONY LOCKYER
WITH
WTCH LAWINICK COME ‘N’ GET
IT AT HARTSHILL

Dog’s pet Name: Cossie
Breed:		
Border Collie
Breeder:
Mr and Mrs Taylor
Date of Birth: 21/01/2011
Sire:		
WTCH Our Dug
Dam:		
Glenalpine Celyn
Qualified at:
SKC, Judge: Moira
Rogerson; SDTS, Judge: John Wykes;
Hampshire WTS, Judge: Lorna Cottier

Dog’s pet Name: Isla
Breed:		
GSD
Breeder:
14/10/2007
Date of Birth: V Middleton
Sire:		
Maxsamben Gareth
Dam:		
Shardees Jodie
13

Qualified at:
KCC 2013, Judge:
Jean Howells; Iceni 2013, Judge: Sue
Jones; Midland Border Collie Club Jan
2014, Judge: Anne Thorpe; The Welsh
Kennel Club March 2014, Judge: Linda
Newbold.

Dog’s Pet Name: Bob
Breed:		
WSD
Breeder:
R I Lockyer
Date of Birth: 04/03/2011
Sire:		
Ben
Dam:		
Rosie
Qualified at:
Poole, Judge: Jenny
Holt; BAGSD Tewkesbury, Judge: Les
Theobald

Since winning the KCC’s in 2013, Isla
has worked at twelve trials, winning three
more Tickets, all of them in the qualifying
period for the 2014 KCC’s, so this appearance is a carry forward from that date, due
to my judging appointment last year. She
has also had a niggling injury for a while
now, so Hampshire Trial in August was her
first outing since Poole in September 2014.
This will be Isla’s retirement trial; she will
be eight by the time of the trial, with forty
two TDEx’s, eleven Tickets, being the only
GSD to win the KCC’s TD Stake for twenty years, and only the fourth GSD bitch
ever to do so. I think she has earned her
retirement.
My thanks for all the friends I have made,
and to everyone who has ever had any input to my Trials career - and they are many,
and most recently to Maureen, who is both
my sounding board and my necessary critic
when I make a mess of things.

Bob is a half-brother to my previous collie, Gyp, (WTCh Double Top at Hartshill).
He came to me at seven months old, having
been on a farm where he had had no training and been allowed to do his own thing,
which was mainly wandering around the
farm or village, or making up to anyone he
came into contact with, and as these traits
still come to the fore at times, it makes him
a bit of a challenge to work. He also had no
concept of playing with a toy; this, coupled
with the fact that he hates wet conditions,
meant he was consequently quite difficult
to get started with trials training. Bob is,
however, a great dog to live with at home,
never any bother and great fun for the
Grandchildren, now that he enjoys chasing
a ball, because, unlike Isla, he gives it back
readily.
We started his competitive career at Surrey
in October 2012 and he was qualified for
Ticket by September 2013 when he gained
the Reserve Ticket at his first attempt at
Poole; he went on to qualify TDEx a further ten times before winning his first Ticket, again at Poole, under judge Jenny Holt,
and eight trials further on gaining the top
spot again at Tewkesbury, judged by Les
Theobald and thereby achieving his title.
Thank you both. This makes him my fifth
Working Trials Champion, and also gives
me the qualification, by right, to compete
at my twenty second Kennel Club Championships.
My thanks to all the Leamington team for

* * * * * *
TONY LOCKYER
WITH
WTCH TRIPLE TOP AT HARTSHILL
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with just the last appearance at the 2016
KCC’s which he has recently qualified to
attend. This leaves Ray and myself time
to pay our full attention to the TD stake for
the rest of his career.
Ray is a fantastic dog to own and work, and
his career would not have been possible
without all the hard working folks in trials.
So to the judges, tracklayers, helpers, trials
managers and my wife and best mate, Jen,
thank you.
Thank you to the 2014 KCC’s judge, Tony
Lockyer,who felt Ray worthy to be the
Kennel Club Champion at the KCC’s last
year.
Thank you to this year’s judge, Lol Campbell, for what I am sure will be a super test.
Thanks and good luck to the Leamington
team, for hosting this prestigious and challenging trial. Finally, best of luck to my
fellow competitors - and enjoy.

all the hard work that I know goes in to
organising these events, and I am looking
forward to being there in October. Good
luck to all my fellow competitors, but as always here’s hoping we get the lion’s share.
* * * * * *
DAVE OLLEY
WITH
WTCH LITTLE RAYMOND
CDEX – TDEX, PDEX

* * * * * *

Dog’s pet Name: Ray
Breed:		
Crossbreed
Breeder:
Mr R Roberts
Date of Birth: 15/05/2007
Sire:		
Starnias Speckled
Wood
Dam:		
Norshep Little Mabel
Qualified at:
KCC 2014, Judge:
Tony Lockyer

SHEILA TANNERT
WITH
WTCH STYPERSON CLEO

Wow, what a great memory I have of last
year’s KCC’s, but how fast the year has
gone. I always look forward to the KCC’s
and try to prepare my dog and myself to do
the best we can. Although this year we will
both be going out to do our very best, just
the privilege of being there again, makes
me very proud of my Ray. Talking of Ray
at the time of the KCC’s, he will be around
eight and a half, and as Ray competes in
both PD and TD, I have decided to retire
him from PD competition after the KCC’s,
15

Dog’s Pet Name: Teal
Breed:		
Labrador
Breeder:
Mr and Mrs J E Dudley
Date of Birth: 22/12/2007
Sire:		
FTW Garronpoint
Ross of Drakeshead
Dam:		
Styperson Tango
Qualified at:
SATS, Judge: Sharon
Carter

Last but not least to my wonderful four
legged friend - thank you for being such a
wonderful companion, never judging me
when I don’t get it right. Have a long and
happy retirement.
* * * * * *
MIKE WILLIAMS
WITH
WTCH TADMARTON ELEANOR

Teal will be hanging up her harness and
putting her paws up after the KCC’s this
year; she has been a joy to train and work,
always giving me her best. Even if she
doesn’t always get it right she’s such a
happy dog. Teal is the last of the Styperson
dogs to retire and I must thank Eileen and
John Dudley from the bottom of my heart
for breeding such wonderful dogs.
Thank you to Sharon Carter for awarding
us the Ticket at SATS, to Francis Webb and
her team for running the trial and Len Newman for laying my track.
Thank you to my friend Linda Topliss for
always being there for me with her expert
advice and support - I wouldn’t be where
I am today if it wasn’t for her. I must also
say a big thank you to Kerry Eades and her
staff at Burtwood Hydrotherapy for helping keep Teal fit - she loves her swimming
sessions.
Even though Stevi hasn’t got a dog in trials
at the moment she is always ready to listen
and support me. Thanks to my old friend,
Sarah Burroughes (aka Nan), for her company to the trials - it makes the journeys
seem shorter with someone to chat to.
Thank you to Michael for putting up with
me and for the lovely meals he cooks for
when I get home - I do appreciate all he
does, even if I don’t always tell him.
Thank you to Leamington Dog Training
Club for hosting the KCC’S this year and
the committee for all their hard work.

Dog’s Pet Name: Tara
Breed:		
Labrador
Breeder:		
Mr & Mrs Orchard
Date of Birth: 26/04/2012
Sire:		
Dalvoulin Fraser of
Drakeshead
Dam:		
Willowy Whisper of
Tadmarton, TDEx
Qualified at:
Iceni, Judge: Sheila
Tannert
Tara arrived at Wilderness Cottage at 6
weeks old, three years ago. She was not
much bigger than my hand and much
smaller than the cat! Nothing phased her
and within minutes had licked as much of
my hands and face as she could, said a cautious hello to the cat and decided that our
Springador “Marina” was not maternal!
Tara proved a delight to train and by 10
weeks was retrieving balls, presenting and
listening to commands. Only when she ab16

Dam:		
Qualified at:
Adams

solutely has to does she let me out of her
sight, and in the early months Marina gave
her the confidence and stability in the stays,
and I would still be licked from head to toe
if given the chance.
Now a tall, gangly, rather too slight girl,
she is proving to be a good trial dog. Tara
has moved quickly through the stakes
and at three has qualified Working Trials
Champion.
A big thank you to everyone involved in
running all the trials and the farmers that
open up their fields to us. Having been involved in running trials in bygone years I
fully appreciate the time, trouble and effort
that goes into staging these events.
I reserve, however, my biggest thank you
to my other dog, Marina, who has shown
Tara the way at every step, she has (not
yet) won a Ticket, but to me she is a special
champion.

Ludgate Good Heavens
NWWTS, Judge: Paul

I am pinching myself as I write this as I
can’t quite believe that Lennie and I really
have the opportunity to compete at the 2015
KCC’s. We were given that opportunity
at the North West trial in February under
judge, Paul Adams, and had the nail-biting
finish of a run-off for the Ticket. It had
sleeted and snowed on the run-off tracks
for the entire 3 hours and I was convinced
there would be no track there anymore and
was feeling very chuffed to get the Reserve
CC! Lennie, however, had other ideas and
steadily and surely made his way round the
track to my absolute amazement, recovering all the articles! I should say here that
even in my excitement, I really felt for the
unlucky loser and sincerely wish her better
luck on another day. I was so very touched
by all the people who donned their already
wet, wet gear and came out to watch and
support us both doing those tracks. Trials
folk really are in a class of their own and
that meant such a lot.
As many will know, my background is Obedience where I have competed and judged
at all levels for many years. I dabbled with
an older dog in CD and UD Open and decided to see how Lennie would go and if
we could really work in both disciplines.
He was over two before I started him on
the jumps, as he is a big dog and I felt time
to grow and mature would suit him. Once
he did start jumping, trying to keep the
progress steady was a problem as he was
raring to go and would happily do the long
jump from a standstill, from either end if I
wasn’t watching! His progress through the
stakes was probably rather faster than was
good for me, as I needed so much valuable
experience, and the result was that once we
hit Ticket we did struggle a bit. He is now

* * * * * *
JANE WOOD
WITH
LUDGATE POWER N GLORY

Dog’s Pet Name: Lennie
Breed:		
Border Collie
Breeder:
Miss H Lawrence
Date of Birth: 21/11/2008
Sire:		
Brentmoor Skylark
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Breed:		
BSD (Malinois)
Breeder:
Mr J McFadyen
Date of Birth: 22/02/2010
Sire:		
Nero vom Haus Mecki,
SCH II
Dam:		
Deuce from Marrax
Place by Knpuphi
Qualified at:
ASPADS
Dundee,
Judge: Richard Musgrave

six years old and I am very proud that he
works B and C in Obedience and now has
eleven TD Ex’s to his name. We are also
dipping our toe into the world of PD, which
seems brilliant and about as far away from
the confines of Obedience as you can get!
Lennie is a very sweet and honest dog who
tries his very best for me. If things go
wrong, as they often do, it is just the luck
of the day and I know that he gave all he
could. What more could I ask?
I am very grateful for the help and guidance that I have been given along the way.
Anne Bussey, Margaret Robinson and Rod
Roberts have all taught me at times, but my
training is all done on my own at home.
My Obedience trainer is Janet Bates who,
whilst teaching a very different discipline,
has a thorough understanding of training a dog which is, of course, invaluable
in whatever discipline is being addressed.
She has worked with us from the beginning
and helped with so much.
I would like to thank Leamington DTC for
running the event and wish my fellow competitors the very best of luck for the Championships of both Stakes. I hope that they
all have a great time and that my nerves
will let me enjoy the occasion as well!

Thanks to Nelson Smith, in 2010 I was
talked into owning a Malinois and I’m so
pleased I was. Vito is a joy to own and
have around. She has a superb nature and
loves to work. Thank you to Janet and
Mark McFadyen, her breeders, for allowing me to own one of their pups. She has
been challenging at times in tracking when
hares appear, or when she thinks they may.
Despite this, I thought Vito was capable
of winning a PD Ticket if she did her recall. I was pleasantly surprised at Dundee,
she worked so hard on the nosework and
ended up winning the TD stake. Thanks
to Richard Musgrave for awarding her her
first Ticket.
In 2014, Vito produced a fabulous litter of
pups, some of which will be making their
debut in Working Trials this year.
As I am judging the PD stake at the Kennel
Club Championships this year Vito can’t
compete, but hopefully we’ll be back next
year instead. I wish all this year’s competitors the best of luck.

* * * * * *
MOIRA ROGERSON
WITH
THREE NINES KATIE

Dog’s Pet Name: Vito
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PATROL DOG STAKE

will hopefully make his debut in trials this
year. Vito was due to compete this year,
but due to my judging appointment, she
will hopefully compete next year instead.
I would like to wish all competitors the best
of luck and hope everyone enjoys the trial.
Thank you once again for the invitation to
judge our top dogs in PD. This appointment will be my third time judging at the
KCs, the first being in East Anglia and then
in Essex. Special thanks to Leamington
Dog Training Club for hosting the event.

JUDGE: MOIRA ROGERSON

* * * * * *
ALAN BEXON
WITH
WTCH FLY BY NIGHT LAD

I have always been interested in all animals
and started training my first dog at a young
age, going on to compete in Obedience,
which suited my family commitments at
the time. When I took on a rescue Giant
Schnauzer, who needed an outlet for her
behaviour, I started competing in Working
Trials and travelled with the late Carole
Hall when she first started in trials. We had
some great times training and competing
together.
Over the years I’ve worked a few different breeds and have made up three Working Trial champions and multiple Reserve
Ticket winners with several other dogs.
The highlight was when I won PD at the
Kennel Club Championships at Poole with
WTCh Xandoa’s Born Free. In 2010 I was
persuaded to get my first Malinois, a bitch
called Vito (Threenine’s Katie, CDEx,
UDEx, WDEx, TDEx, PDEx), by my
friend Nelson Smith. I have loved working
her and have kept her son, Scout (Xandoa’s
Scout), who is showing great promise and

Dog’s Pet Name: Fly
Breed:		
WSD
Breeder:
Mrs J Lee
Date of Birth: 10/07/2009
Sire:		
Roy
Dam:		
Dolly
Qualified at:
NECWTS,
Judge:
Charlie Taylor; ASPADS Monk Fryston,
Judge: Gary Martin
Well we started off the week’s holiday winning the TD Ticket and ended it winning
the PD Ticket at Alnwick, Judge Charlie
Taylor. Thanks, Charlie. That was a fantastic holiday. Then two weeks later we
won the second PD Ticket at Monk Frys19

Sire:		
Astra Storm, CDEx TDEx, PDEx
Dam:		
Norshep Little Mabel
Qualified at:
East Anglia, Judge:
Tracey Park; SDTS, Judge: Mick Tustain

ton, Judge Gary Martin. Thanks, Gary.
PD is such a fantastic sport to take part in,
Fly and I both love it. Fly is biddable and
great to work in PD. The variation is great
with no two rounds the same.
There are so many people to thank when
training PD. Firstly, my wife, Karen,
who has been told more than once to man
up and take another bite off Fly - usually
she does and doesn’t complain about the
bruises! Then a big thank you again to
Dave and Jenny Olley for all their help in
the past, to Chris Trevor, Bernie Martens,
Tracey Parks and Julz Findeisen and to my
brother-in-law Dave Sellers.
I would like to wish Leamington good luck
on running the KCC’S and to thank them
for inviting myself and Fly to take part.
Also good luck to Moira Rogerson and her
team. I hope you have an enjoyable three
days, and lastly, thank you to all protected
stewards. Good luck to all other competitors.

Thank you to Kate and John Wykes and
their hard working team at Leamington for
hosting the KCC’s this year. Thank you to
the judges that awarded Tom the PD Tickets this year: Tracey Park at EAWTTS,
John Wykes at Essex 2000 and Mick Tustain at Surrey. I’d also like to say a heartfelt thank you to the societies for putting on
the PD stakes and all the helpers that make
this possible.
What can I say about Tom? He has been
competing for four years and has qualified
for the KCC’s four times. He works with
such exuberant enthusiasm and gives me
110% in everything he does - what more
can I ask? Tom just loves whatever he is
doing at any moment, whether it is trialling, beating on the shoot, acting on the
film set or just playing with a toy; and he
carries you along with his enthusiasm so
that you ‘live in the minute’ as well!
Special thanks and gratitude, as always,
to Rod Roberts, who got me here with his
thorough and considered training. With
Rod as my coach and Tom as my ‘canine
partner’ I have been taken on this fantastic
journey through trials. Joe has got some
big paws to fill!
I have also had a huge amount of help from
some superb manwork trainers. Many
thanks to Lee, Manda, Adrian and Craig.
(Good luck, Lee and Diesel!) My gratitude
to all those who have put a sleeve on for us
and run like stink across the field so that
Tom and I can indulge our greatest passion!
I really appreciate all the work that goes
into putting on a trial and would like to
thank everyone who has been involved in

* * * * * *
DIANE LING
WITH
WTCH DEBEN LITTLE TOM, CDEX
- TDEX

Dog’s pet Name: Tom
Breed:		
Cross
Breeder:
R Roberts
Date of Birth: 01/06/ 2009
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any way this year. A special mention to the
farmers who allow us to trample all over
their crops and grass - we couldn’t do this
without them.
Thanks to Moira and all her team, especially her ‘protected stewards’; I am looking
forward to your test. Finally, good luck to
all my fellow competitors.

they really are the ideal dog for our sport,
especially for PD, combining the size and
power of the GSD with the biddability of
the collie, so naturally when I was keen to
embark on a new challenge, one of Rod’s
crosses was my first choice.
Although Rod is the official breeder of
Tiger’s litter we agreed that I should keep
Mabel after the mating and rear the litter,
therefore I was able to choose my pup as
soon as he arrived – the third one to be born
and one of the 2 merle dogs in the litter.
Despite Diane’s phenomenal success with
litter brother Tom, who inherited his father’s brain but not colour, compared with
Tiger’s tendency to be thicker than a whale
omelette, I have never regretted my choice
and to the great surprise of Margaret Robinson he has finally done alright.
Fortunately I have come to see the advantages of a dumb dog – they pretty well do
as you ask of them, providing you have
trained them to do so! Brains aside, Tiger
is a very good natured dog, lively, exuberant, affectionate and willing. Along with
the drive and enthusiasm he has also inherited Storm’s long tongue! Whilst it seems
the majority of the ladies love his looks
the men are not so keen, often comparing
him with an African Plains Dog, hyena or
Lurcher!
Like Diesel, Tiger has always excelled in
the Patrol work and at Lauder they had the
joint best Patrol round, gaining 139 marks
each. Not an unusual score for either of
them as they have both scored highly on
Patrol on many occasions.
This year will be Tiger’s first appearance
at the KCC’S and he will be competing
against his litter brother, Tom, his kennelmate and half-brother, Diesel and other
half-brother, Ray. A real result for Rod and
Mabel!
I’d like to thank Rod for choosing to use
Storm and allowing me my choice of pup,

* * * * * *
MANDA MCLELLAN
WITH
WTCH LITTLE TIGER

Dog’s Pet Name: Tiger
Breed:		
Cross
Breeder:
R Roberts
Date of Birth: 01/06/2009
Sire:		
Astra Storm, CDEx –
TDEx, PDEx
Dam:		
Norshep Little Mabel
Qualified at:
YWTS, Judge: Jeffrey
Poole; SWTS, Judge: Lorna Cottier
Since the days of WTCh Little Sid I have
long admired Rod’s BC X GSD’S crosses;
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Margaret Robinson for her help in the
early days with clicker training and sorting out my retrieve which enabled me to
train the square in a much better way, my
various friends for laying squares, putting
on sleeves, general support and more, Tom
Davis mainly for PD work and last but not
least, Lee who is a very innovative PD
trainer and handler who can always come
up with another way to train an exercise.
Finally, it’s nice to be back competing at
the KCC’S rather than just cheer leading
for Lee and Diesel. Let’s hope for a good
test and a great time all round. Good luck
to Lee and Diesel and also to Diane and
Tom. Hope we all do good rounds.

Date of Birth: 15/05/2007
Sire:		
Starnias
Speckled
Wood
Dam:		
Norshep Little Mabel
Qualified at:
KCC 2014, Judge: Paul
Morling; BAGSD Flintham, Judge:
Gary Martin
Here we are again and Ray and myself are
raring to go, after being fortunate to do the
double last year; when Paul Morling, the
PD judge, congratulated me and told me
Ray had won the PD stake and therefore
the double, it was a dream Ray and myself had worked very hard for, but never
thought it would come true. Thank you,
Paul, for your great test and for that moment of a lifetime.
This year we have taken things a bit easier;
with a lot of judging, helping and course
instructing, we missed a few trials out.
One trial we didn’t miss was one of my
favourites, BAGSD Flintham, where Ray
won the PD Ticket, judged by Gary Martin,
so thanks Gary - as ever a great test (then
again I would say that).
Ray will again be competing in both stakes
at the Championships. After this year’s
KCC’s Ray will not compete in PD again
until the 2016 KCC’s, which he has already
qualified for. I have decided to finish Ray’s
PD career on a high, and carry on with his
TD career for as long as possible.
Thank you and good luck to the Leamington team, the PD judge, Moira Rogerson,
and her team. I am sure it will be a great
trial, and Moira will set a challenging and
enjoyable test.
A massive thank you to the people who
play a large part in our success - Jen Olley, Dave Raybould, Erin Bootland, Andy
Laws, Chris Trevor, Mike Wilson and of
late Tracy Carr; these people have not only
to work very hard and with great skill, but
put up with my relentless demands on their

* * * * * *
DAVE OLLEY
WITH
WTCH LITTLE RAYMOND
CDEX – TDEX, PDEX

Dog’s pet Name: Ray
Breed:		
Crossbreed
Breeder:
Mr R Roberts
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THE KENNEL CLUB
2015
WORKING TRIAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Hosted by:

LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB

on
Thursday 15th October - Saturday 17th October
The base is The Kennel Club Building, Stoneleigh Park, Coventry, CV8 2LZ.
The hotel is The Honiley Court Hotel, Meer End Road, Kenilworth, Warwickshire, CV8 1NP.
Tracking Dog Stake Judge: Lol Campbell

Patrol Dog Stake Judge: Moria Rogerson

Thursday 15th October
Tracking Dog Stake nosework at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire
Evening - Dinner & quiz night with quiz master Julie Atkins at The Honiley Court Hotel,
Kenilworth
Friday 16th October
Tracking Dog Stake and Patrol Dog Stake nosework at Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire
Evening - Dinner and dancing at The Honiley Court Hotel, Kenilworth
Saturday 17th October
Tracking Dog Stake C&A, Patrol Dog Stake C&A and Patrol Dog Stake Patrol round at
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire
Evening - Presentation dinner at The Honiley Court Hotel, Kenilworth
(Menu for the above evenings to follow)
For any inquiries re the KCCs or the list of additional accommodation, please contact:Trials Secretary: Kate Wykes, 17 Malt Mill Close, Kilsby, Rugby, CV23 8XN.
Tel: 01788 823717 or 07876 201099 or tarnforce@sky.com
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Four of the five dogs competing in the PD
stake this year are ‘Rod Roberts’ crossbreeds out of Mabel - what a great bitch
she has been, well done Rod.
Thank you to my usual helpers for your
time and patience and thank you to my
friends who have stuck by me - this year’s
performance is for you. Biggest thanks
go to Manda, who does just about everything for me, including being Diesel’s main
‘criminal’ and also doing most of the bite
work for my GSD ‘Matrix’, although she
flatly refuses to do a chase for him.
Good luck to Diesel’s kennel mate and
half-brother ‘Tiger’ and to Diane’s ‘Tom’,
both great dogs.
Finally to my fellow competitors, ‘GET
OFF MOI LAND’
May the dog that deserves it, win!

time and sanity.
Finally to all the folks who have contributed to trials past and present, from cake
bakers to trials managers, thank you. Good
luck to my fellow PD competitors and let’s
have a great weekend.
* * * * * *
LEE PAYNE
WITH
WTCH LITTLE ROUGH RHINESTONE, CDEX – TDEX, PDEX

TEACH YOUR DOG
TO WANT TO STAY

Dog’s pet Name: Diesel
Breed:		
Cross
Breeder:
Rod Roberts
Date of Birth: 15/05/2007
Sire:		
Starnias
Speckled
Wood, CDEx - WDEx
Dam:		
Norshep Little Mabel
Qualified at:
Wessex WTS, Judge:
Stan Ford

by

Anne Bussey MSc
Now available in Kindle format
from www.amazon.co.uk
£2.63
or Printed booklet from
www.workingtrialsmonthly.co.uk
£5.95 inc UK P&P

This will be Diesel’s 5th consecutive appearance at the KCC’s and his last. He has
been a wonderful dog to train and work
and, most importantly, to live with. He
continues to put a smile on my face every
day, and after the year that I have had that’s
no mean feat!
We have only competed at a handful of trials this year but were lucky enough to win
under Stan Ford at Wessex. Thank you
Stan for setting a test which was gimmick
free and fair to the dogs.

WTM BINDERS
Keep your WTMs tidy
with these A5 Binders
which will hold 12 issues.
£8.49 inc P&P
Tel: 01630 620292
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TRIAL REPORTS
WESH KENNEL CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

Brian Riste ran the base like clockwork as
always, and Barbara, as well as working her
dog, was in charge of the kitchen, producing
no end of super grub. Many thanks to both
of you for all time, effort and great company.
My tracklayers were Pat Herbert and Len
Newman; great to be able to call on such expertise and experience. I thoroughly enjoyed
their company, having a great time. With
tracklayers such as Pat and Len, as a judge
it’s fantastic just to be able and sit back and
mark the teams in the knowledge that everyone had the very best opportunity to succeed.
Thank you both for all your time and company.
The land was not the easiest to track lay on
or to divide up, but with this team it was all
part of the job. We had a footpath leading
through the land which Pat and Len managed
expertly, asking walkers to stop until dogs
had worked, and then nattering with the ramblers until they got the ok. All done with patience and politeness. Although we did have
a moment that caused a bit of consternation
when Len threatened to get his woggle out!!
Ruth laid all the squares for me. I asked for
each square to be laid exactly the same from
the time the first pole went in to the last article being laid. It is so important to me that
everyone gets the same test as far as it can
ever be, and Ruth did a superb job. Having
such an experienced trialist and someone
who is excellent company was a real bonus.
Thanks, Ruth, I really enjoyed our time and
had a good laugh.
The tracking land was not exactly what you
would want, but after all the problems we had
to go with what we had. It varied from boggy 9 inch clumpy, boggy grass to knee high
weeds and thistles. This variation was less
than ideal but it’s all we had, so the tracklayers just got on with it in their own inimitable

12 - 15 March 2015
STAKE: TD
Judge: GARY MARTIN
Tracklayers: Pat Herbert and Len Newman
Square Steward: Ruth Cahill
C/A Scribe: Caroline Martin
Many thanks to Welsh Kennel Club for the
invitation to judge my first TD Ticket. I
thoroughly enjoyed the experience and had a
great time.
Thanks to Lindsey Poole, the trials manager; I
know it’s such a difficult job, however things
are not made easier when DEFRA in Wales
give out somewhat dubious advice to farmers
about having dogs on the land. The upshot
being, quite understandably, farmers refusing
to let us track on their land. However, Mike
Rees, a local farmer and great supporter of
the trial, wasn’t having it and sourced land
for us at the last minute. Lindsey had a torrid time and I am sure it’s an experience she
won’t ever want to repeat. Thanks, Lindsey,
for all your hard work - Welsh KC is lucky
to have both you and Ruth working for them.
Mike Rees is an absolute star for all he does
for this trial. He gave up as much of his own
land as possible, and then called in a few favours from a neighbour to enable the trial to
go ahead. It really was touch and go whether
the trial would run, but thanks to Mike it went
ahead. Mike, we are so grateful. You and
your family are such good people; it’s always
a pleasure to visit this part of Wales and to see
you and your gang again.
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style. None of the competitors moaned at all,
they just got on with it, great sportsmanship
in the true ethos of trials.
My track was 17 legs, with articles as follows. (1) 2” square of piece of canvass (2)
2” x 1” piece of leather and (3) 2” x 3” green
underlay. Square articles were 1.5” x 0,5”
blue rubber, 1.5” x 0.5” green rubber, 2” x
0.5” brown rubber and green plastic plant tie.
C/A started with stays, as the weather was
uncertain and I wanted to get them out of the
way before it rained - which it didn’t! The
round started with normal paced heelwork to
the speak. Dogs were held by Caroline on
the lead and the handler joined me 20 paces
away. Dogs were asked to speak 10 times
and then quiet. The handler and I walked forward 10 paces and stopped. Another 10 barks
and quiet and return to dog. More heelwork
to the sendaway. Run out was 140 paces to a
200 yard hedge. There was no specific point
to send the dog to, just the hedge. Depending where the dog landed decided if they redirected left or right to the corner of the field.
They were then asked to redirect again across
the field to the opposite corner.
More heelwork to the jumps, which were undertaken clear, long and then scale.
I must thank, Caroline, and Len and Le Newman, who each ran their dogs through the
C/A round in the days prior so I could tweak
things and get my “schpeel” right. I put my
dog through the round as well - I wouldn’t
ask a competitor to undertake a task that my
dog couldn’t do.

- he and Pete have a fantastic rapport and
understanding. Well done, you were worthy
winners, and good luck at the KCC’s.
Barry
Gilbert
2nd and Reserve Ticket
with WTCh GLENALPINE COSWORTH,
Q on 212. Leading after the nosework, super
track and very tidy (had to get that in as we
were in Wales!) square. All four articles out
in 2m 20s, which was by far the quickest, and
he lost just half a mark. Quality handling, as
you would expect from Barry. The C/A went
so well, but a blip on the sendaway let his
brother in. Everything else is just what you
would expect from this team, to a high standard and very polished. Well done, Barry, it
was a pleasure to watch you and Cossie; you
have a great relationship and are a quality
team.
3rd
Sue Ashby with WTCh THE TITAN, Q on 208. Great nosework as always
from this ever consistent team. 98 for the
track which was shared best mark. Nice C/A,
with sendaway causing Titan a bit of confusion, but with Sue’s experience she pulled
him back into contention. Titan is a super
lad for whom I have always had a soft spot
for; the rapport between then is there for all
to see, and he so loves his mum! Well done,
Sue.
4th
Colin Ball with GARRETHALL
REBUS. Q on 203. First time out for this
team in Ticket although they looked like seasoned old pros (in the nicest possible way!).
Colin had the “gamiest” field, which for a lab
ain’t the best! But Rebus just got on with it
and stuck to the task. Really nice heelwork
and speak, with the sendaway causing a bit of
flap!! But Colin’s experience brought out the
best in Rebus, with Colin knowing how far
to push him without causing complete confusion. Great jumps and a very well deserved
place and qualification. Well done.
Also qualifying TDEx:
Jill Caruthers with WTCh VOMKYNA
DARCY, 199. Jill tracked on the worst piece
of ground that others had really struggled on,
but Darcy just romped around it! She made

Gary
Atkins
1st and Ticket winner
with WTCH GLENALPINE PETE, Q on
215.5. Great track and superb square, losing just 3.5 and topped off with a C/A round
where this team lost just 1 mark. Full mark
sendaway. One command to the hedge, one
for first redirect and then another to get “Pete
Pup” 200 yards across field to the opposite
corner. Awesome and for me the best I have
seen for a long time. Great handling by Gary
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the going look easy, but not so for Jill who
just hung on for dear life and let Darcy do
her stuff! This was for me a master class in
line handling on difficult ground, a pleasure
to watch a great performance from a quality
team. Old eagle-eyes found the first article,
how I don’t know!! Darcy thought she’d
do her own stuff on the sendaway, and Jill’s
comment? “Mark that then!!” Well done,
Jill, it was a pleasure to watch you as always;
you both have such a great attitude to trial
and life, well done.
Julie Skipp with ZAK OF SKIPAWAY, 194.5.
Nice track in very boggy ground, which gave
Julie the opportunity to show off her sense
of balance as she pirouetted through the puddles. Zak left one in the square, but a nice
C/A round saw this lovely team through to a
well-deserved qualification. Well done, Julie,
he is such a nice lad and obviously thinks you
ain’t too bad either!!
Mike Williams with TADMARTON ELEANOR, 191. This team had a very ‘gamey’ bit
of land; coupled with thistles and weeds they
did exceptionally well to get round. A real
hiccup on 10th leg but Mike’s experience got
Tara back on track, and they recovered well.
Really nice sendaway and heelwork and full
mark jumps gave this consistent team another well-deserved qualification. Well done,
Mike.

Judge: JOHN WYKES
Tracklayers: Tess Shoolbred, Mark
Lewindon, Sandra Lewindon and Lauren
Marlow
Square Steward and Scribe: Kate Wykes
Thank you to the Society for asking me to
judge. Kate and I were well fed and watered
by the ladies in the kitchen, Sally Baker,
Judith Owen, Elizabeth Stapleton and Jane
Wood. Thank you to Chris Brooks for running the base and being Trials Manager, despite all the help from your Assistant!
TD is the Tracking Dog Stake and with that
in mind I designed a track pattern that tested
the handlers’ ability to trust and follow their
dogs where necessary, with the extra bits to
make it worthy of a championship stake. The
control round was fairly straight forward but
still had to be done to the standard of championship level.
I enjoyed judging the stake and I hope the
competitors enjoyed working it.
1st and CC
Barry Gilbert with WTCh
GLENALPINE COSWORTH, BC, D, 214,
Q. Congratulations on the qualification and
winning the Ticket; good luck at the KCC’s.
2nd
Margaret Robinson with JUST ARRAN AT TRENTVALLEY, CDEx - WDEx,
WSD, D, 212, Q.
3rd
Sheila Tannert with WTCh
STYPERSON CLEO, Lab, B, 209.5, Q.
4th
Gary Atkins with WTCh GLENALPINE PETE, BC, D, 209, Q.

Thank you for all that entered, I hope you enjoyed the test. It was a pleasure to be given
the opportunity to judge you. Thank you for
accepting my decisions with good grace and
in a sporting manner.

Also qualified TDEx:
Wendy Beasley with WTCh STARDELL
LUNAR, 208
Sue Ashby with WTCh THE TITAN, 204.5
Manda McLellan with LITTLE TIGER,
CDEx - TDEx, PDEx, 204
Diane Ling with WTCh DEBEN LITTLE
TOM, 203
Tony Lockyer with TRIPLE TOP AT HART-

* * * * * *
SURREY DOG DTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
15 – 18 April 2015
Oakwood Hill Village Hall, Ockley, Surrey
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SHILL, CDEx - TDEx, 201.5
Sheren Perez with KAEFFER KAL, CDEx TDEx, 200
Paul Adams with SHERINGEM GLYNN,
CDEx - TDEx, 197.5
Judy Meekings with LAURINCO RED
SKYE AT WINDLEBROOK, CDEx WDEx, 197.5
Mike Williams with MARINA BEN’S PAL,
CDEx - TDEx, 196
Margaret Robinson with WTCh JUST
FRANKIE AT TRENTVALLEY, 195
Julie Skipp with ZAK OF SKIPAWAY, CDEx
- TDEx, 194
Jane Wood with LUDGATE POWER ‘N’
GLORY, CDEx - TDEx, 184
Qualified TD:
Tom Davis with JOTUNHEIM ALMA, 166

Thank you to the Society for asking me to
judge; I had a good time and was well looked
after. Thank you to Penny for running a very
good trial despite the low entries. Thank you
to Wendy and Doreen for looking after all my
catering needs. A special thank you to Richard and Sally Speakman, the owners of Danbury Park Farm. Their generosity to Essex in
allowing us to compete on their farm is much
appreciated. Thank you.
The weather was warm, sunny and dry.
Thank you to Gary and Amanda for laying
the tracks. These were laid on fodder beans
and although everyone tried to be careful
I’m sure if you looked at the fields from the
air you would’ve been able to see where we
walked.
The PD stake is about the patrol round but
they still have to do a proper nosework and
control round worthy of a championship
stake and then onto the patrol round.
I set a round that I considered to be worthy
of a championship stake; this meant that the
round wasn’t set out in individual little pockets - the handlers had to think for themselves
as the round progressed before them and it
would appear that they were not used to having to do this. However, we did still manage
to keep our qualifiers so well done to them.

Thank you to all the competitors for entering
under me and for accepting all my decisions.
To those who qualified, well done; to those
who didn’t, better luck next time.

* * * * * *
ESSEX WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
2000
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

Diane Ling with WTCh
1st and CC
DEBEN LITTLE TOM, X, D, 276.5, Q
2nd
Emma Baker with JESSZAKS
RICOCHET RIK, CDEx - TDEx, PDEx, BC,
D, 269, Q
3rd
Bill Richardson with KENOCTO
OCTOBERS DELIGHT, CDEx - TDEx,
PDEx, BSD, D, 264, Q

6 - 7 June 2015
Danbury Park Farm, Danbury, Essex, CM2
7RY
STAKE: PD
Judge: JOHN WYKES
Tracklayers: Gary Martin and Amanda
Pollard
Square Steward and Scribe: Kate Wykes
PD Steward: Belinda Spensley
Protected Stewards: Winston Cadogan,
Bob Cook, Lee Kane, Gary Martin, Paul
Morling, Amanda Pollard, Alan Sword

Thank you to all the competitors for entering
under me and for accepting all my decisions.
To those who qualified, well done, to those
who didn’t better luck next time.
* * * * * *
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SURREY DTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

STAKE: CD
Judge: ELIZABETH DE UNGER
Steward: Mary Prentice

9 – 11 July 2015
Oakwood Hill, Surrey

Thank you to Surrey for inviting me to judge
CD. It was a pleasure to see young dogs
working. Thanks also to Stan Ford and Chris
Brooks, who do all the organisation before
and during the trial.
As always, the helpers in the kitchen produced delicious food, organised by Joyce
Tibbetts; my thanks for all their hard work.
And a very special thanks to Mary for laying
the squares to perfection and for her expert
stewarding of the C/A.
Lastly, thank you to all the competitors for
competing under me. Congratulations to the
qualifiers and good luck in the future to all of
you. It was lovely to see three GSD’s take
the top places.
1st
John Phillips and HUNDESCHAFER CADEN, GSD, D, 92, Q. A good all
round performance from an experienced
handler. Kraker has a lovely attitude and retrieved all three square articles in eighty seconds! Well done.
2nd
Sue Atkin and MISS DELILA,
GSD, B, 90, Q. A lovely square with articles perfectly presented. Beautiful heelwork,
and only losing one and a half marks on the
control. Sue and Phoebe were delightful to
watch – shame about the clear jump. Well
done.
3rd
Ruth Cahill and RASSAU LERA
OF VOMKYNA, GSD, B, 81, Q. Another
shepherd with a lovely attitude, ably handled
by Ruth. Lovely heelwork, recall and retrieve. Well done.
4th
Katherine Herbert and BARRAN
CALTUMS MACMCQ, BC, 78.5, NQ.
Excellent square and full mark sendaway.
Shame about the long jump, but it won’t be
long before you qualify. Well done.

STAKE: INTRODUCTORY
Judge: CHRISTINE BROOKS
Steward: Sally Baker
I enjoyed seeing new dogs and competitors
and I hope they enjoyed their day and felt
they had gained from the experience. The
standard of work was largely impressive, particularly on the retrieve and square, and all
the competitors were going in the right direction to qualify in CD.
1st
Sue Atkin and MISS DELILA,
GSD, 95, Q. Much to Sue’s delight Phoebe
did all the jumps today to add to the high
standard of the rest of her work. Congratulations.
2nd
Angelika Wicker and ALLIANCE
L’EPICE DE LA VIE, Beaucheron, 88, Q.
Alice was somewhat distracted today and
hence sometimes unresponsive, but she did
everything well enough to gain her certificate. I hope you identified what was wrong!
3rd
Angela Dyer and FINDLAECH
SUPER FIREFLY, WSD, 81, Q. Still trying
to get the working relationship right, so tight
lead on heelwork for example, but Finn deserved his certificate and has the ability to get
full marks for every exercise - so keep working!
4th
Keleigh Parsons and PRETTY LITTLE MISTY, BC, NQ. What a shame Misty
would not attempt the scale because the rest
of her work is very good - 46.5 for control
and 28 for nosework.
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to those qualifying and to all of you good
luck in future competitions.

Judge: CAROLINE ASHFORD
Tracklayers: Val Upton, Mark and Sandra
Lewindon, Tess Shoolbred and Joyce Tibbetts.
Steward: Elizabeth Stapleton

1st
Sue Zackheim and COOL HAND
FLOOK, X-Breed, D, 194.5, Q. Sue and
Flook gained 88 for the track and full marks
for the search square. The control round was
steady and confident and accomplished with
style, just dropping a few marks on the heel
free. Congratulations, a well-deserved win.
2nd
June Coutts and TADMARTON
ESTRELLA, Lab, B, 193, Q. June and Ripple gained 87 for the track and both articles
found; it was a nice steady pace. The search
square gained them 33 points. A pleasing
control round with handler and dog in unison,
congratulations.
3rd
Christine Brooksby and RAVENSBROOK MAID, BC, B, 191.5, Q. Chris and
Meg gained 88 points for the track plus two
articles and full marks for the search square.
We had a good laugh when Chris pulled the
articles out of her pocket and gave me a £20
note - I don’t think Poundland has packets of
bank notes? At £20 x 35, it’s a bit beyond
my budget! The control round was neat they gained 10 for the sendaway, but the long
jump proved troublesome - they gained 15 in
the agility section. Lovely to see this team
succeed, congratulations.
4th
Kate Peyton and ASTLEY FLEET,
BC, D, 190
Also qualifying WDEx:
Don Laskey and SHARDEE’S KOS, GSD,
D, 189.5
Elinor Anderson and JEMAS CAROUSEL
FOR MYRTILLAS, X-Breed, B, 184.5
Jenny Olley and STARDELL ARCHE, BC,
D, 183.5
Sylvia Cook and MISTER MOSS AT
GOLDOAK, WSD, D, 174
Diane Whiting and SHELTYSHAM SO ESOTERIC, BC, D, 173
Tim Cooper and GLORIOUS GLOSTER, XBreed, D, 171
Paul Morling and VONLUCIANHAN ARGONAUT, Mali, D, 169

Thank you to Surrey committee for this invitation to judge WDEx and to all the support
they provided over three very lovely hot days
in the beautiful Surrey countryside. Thank
you to all at the base, Stan, Chris and Joyce,
and to everyone in the kitchen for the lunches
and refreshments.
My thanks to Elizabeth Stapleton for her
stewarding and company - the searches were
mainly successful and very few of the articles
had to be retrieved; they were a knotted piece
of rope, wooden stirrer, scourer and mesh
netting.
Who says dogs don’t track in hot weather
on bone dry fields? We saw some wonderful tracking, with full marks to Judith Owen’s
Brentmoor Jay. And at the point in the day,
1pm, when you thought it’s too hot now, they
surprised us still, Jenny Olley and Archie getting 88 and both articles.
Articles on the track were a 7cm piece of
leather and 6cm strip of carpet. My thanks to
the tracklayers, Val Upton, Mark and Sandra
Lewindon, Tess Shoolbred and Joyce Tibbetts.
The control round started with heel free, followed by a sendaway 130yds to a tree on the
boundary, jumps with a 2nd attempt long
jump only, and finally retrieve. Most amazing moment was Diane Whiting’s Eric, who
carefully pulled himself on to the top of the
scale, balanced, bought his back legs up and
remained stationary for what seemed like
ages whilst he had a good look around, and
then plopped down on the other side.
There were 35 entries and overall the standard was good, as reflected in the number
qualifying; a thank you to all the competitors
for accepting my decisions. Congratulations
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Stella Richards and GLENALPINE KASHEL
BC, D, 165.5
Wendy Donaldson and AMBERSLADE
MARGARITA, ASD, B, 165
Winston Cadogan and CAESAROMAGO
OBELIA, Mali, B, 160
Qualified WD:
Rosemary Turner and KHAMYSKER KALAMITY KATE, GSD, B, 155.5

detained. This led to the test of courage: two
helpers challenged, went quiet as the dog approached, and then vigorously shook plastic
bags in front of the dog as it neared them.
For the quarter, the handlers were instructed
to cover the 2 hides and then send their dog
out to the boundary, where there were helpers
to find at 2 locations. One of them was seated
with a box of tennis balls on the ground at
his side.
A search and escort of these two helpers
followed; one attacked the handler and one
broke away.

STAKE: PD
Judge: MICK TUSTAIN
Tracklayers: Mark Lewindon, Judy Meekings, Les Allen
Steward: Lauren Marlow (Search, C/A,
and PD round)
PD helpers: Winston Cadogan, Karen
Warner, Dave Clark, Mark Lewindon,
Danny Lindsey, Richard Carlton.

1st
Diane Ling with WTCh DEBEN
LITTLE TOM, CDEx-TDEx, PDEx, GSD x
BC, 299.75,Q PDEx. A polished, professional round, demonstrating excellent control.
The only competitor who had no difficulty
in sending her dog on to the boundary from
the hides. Congratulations on another Ticket
win.
2nd
Manda McLellan with WTCh LITTLE TIGER, CDEx-TDEx, PDEx, BC x
GSD, 244, NQ.
3rd
Bill Richardson with KENOCTO
OCTOBERS DELIGHT, CDEx-TDEx,
PDEx, BSD, 225, NQ.
4th
Lee Payne with WTCh LITTLE
ROUGH RHINESTONE, CDEx-TDEx,
PDEx, BC x GSD, 223, NQ

My thanks to Surrey DTS for inviting me to
judge this stake. Thank you to the tracklayers, stewards and PD helpers, who all did a
great job, making everything run smoothly. Thank you to Trial manager, Stan Ford,
(presentations always an entertainment) and
to Christine Brooks for running the desk, and
to the kitchen staff for keeping everyone well
fed and watered.
9 entered, 8 ran. Tracking was on short grass,
conditions were dry and hot, but only one
competitor, uncharacteristically, failed the
track. The control rounds were generally
well executed, but one dog went out on control, leaving 7 to run in the PD round.
The PD round was in a large field; the hedges
on 2 adjacent sides were used. There were 2
hides, one with windbreaks alongside, set out
about 50 yds from the competitors.
The first exercise was the recall; handlers had
been told it could be either a chase or a recall, depending on the judge’s signal. The
next exercise was the chase on two helpers,
one of whom continued to run after the first
was detained, and he was also required to be
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ESSEX2000 WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
ends 22nd November 2015
Danbury, Chelmsford, Essex
Judges:
		
		
		
		

Patrol Dog
Tracking Dog
Working Dog
Utility Dog
Compianion Dog

Gary Martin
Sheila Tannert
Malcolm Snowdon
Joan Snowdon
Sarah Burroughs

Entry fees: Tracking Stakes £20 / CD £18
(£1 deduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 18TH OCTOBER 2015
Schedules from and entries with appropriate fees to:
Penny Bann. 1 Hall Cottages, Witham Road, Little Braxted, Essex CM8 3EU
Tel: 01376 / 07979 605966
Please enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope

YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
30th December 2015 to 1st January 2016
Beeford Village Hall, Main St, Beeford YO25 8AY
Judges:
		
		
		
		

Tracking Dog
Working Dog
Utility Dog
Compianion Dog
Special Stake

Len Newman
Dave Olley
Mike Williams
Dave Stewart
Gary Martin

Entry fees: TD WD UD £20 / CD £14 Special £15
(£1 deduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 25TH NOVEMBER 2015
Schedules from and entries with appropriate fees to the Trials Manager:
Jeff Margreaves. Tylehurst, Moor Lee Lane, High Eggborough
DN14 0PY Tel: 07967 485967
Please enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope
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NORTH WEST WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
18th to 22nd November 2015
(Prior days if necessary)
At Lower Withington Parish Hall, Near Knutsford SK11 9DU.
Judges:
PD Stake
Dave Olley
		
WD Stake
Cath Phillips
		
UD Stake
Dave Stretch
		
CD Stake
Dena Swift
CD Saturday, PD Sunday (prior days if necessary)
Entry fees: PD WD UD £20 / CD £15
(£1 deduction for members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY 20TH OCTOBER 2015
Schedules from and entries with appropriate fees to the Trials Secretary:
Judith Stamp,
14 Talbot Grove, Bury. BL9 6PH. Tel: 0161 764 2649
Please enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope

BENFLEET WTS
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
28th November 2015.
Hockley Community Centre, Hockley, Essex.SS5 4BD
Judges:
		

INTRO:
CD Stake:

Les Theobold
Mark and Sandra Lewindon.

The Entry fee is £10.00 / £8.00 members.
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY SATURDAY 31st OCTOBER 2015.
Schedules from /Entries with fees to
Simon Bown, 56 Woodfield Road, Hadleigh, Essex, SS7 2EH
Tel: 01702557382/ 07949646468
Cheques payable to BWTS
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AVON WORKING TRIALS TRAINING SOCIETY
are holding a SPECIAL TD Trial
on Sunday 25th October 2015
at Westwood Farm, Keevil, Wiltshire. BA14 6LU
Judges
		

John West
(Nosework)
Susanne Jaffa
(C and A or more C)
Entries welcomed from dogs under 17”

After these, the stake will be open to club members whose dogs do not compete. The
20 marks normally allocated to agility will either be gained by completing an agility
section with introductory height jumps or from a multi-choice control section.
Entries are limited to 8, so hurry and book your place!
Entry forms and fees of £15 to be sent to
Mrs. F Veazey, Dolomiti, Lower Kingsdown Road, Corsham, Wilts. SN13 8BD
There will be no official qualification but you will get special Avon certificates.

LINCOLNSHIRE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG
AND ALL BREEDS TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
To be held at Dunholme Old School, 8 Market Rasen Lane, Dunholme, Lincs LN2 3QR
Ends 8th November 2015
Judges
PD
Tom Davis
		
TD
Dave Craven
		
WD
Linda Newbold
		
UD
Pat Williams
		
CD
Margaret Robinson
		
C/A
Andy Laws
Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £20, CD Stake £15 (£1 reduction for members)
all work in one day.
Please make cheques payable to LGSD&ABTS
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY 6th OCTOBER 2015
Schedules from/entries to Trials Secretary: Mrs Jenny Henton
The Laurels, Middle Street, Dunston, Lincs LN4 2EW Tel: 01526 320065
Please enclose a stamped addressed envelope
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LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
On: 9th – 15th November 2015
at:
Brinklow Youth Club, 43 Broad Street, Brinklow, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV23 0LS
Judges:
		
		

TD
Julie Atkins
WD (Fri & Sat dep on entries)
Kate Peyton
CD (Fri & Sat dep on entries)
John Turtill
(CD & WD - All work in one day)
Entry Fees: Nosework stakes £21.00, CD £16.00
Members: £1.00 reduction

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY: MONDAY 5th OCTOBER 2015
Please make cheques payable to Leamington Dog Training Club
Schedules from / entries with fees to:
Mrs Dot Levin, 9 The Ryelands, Lawford Heath, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV23 9EN
Tel: 07930 364352
(please enclose an SAE)

WESSEX WTC
OPEN TRIAL
25th - 29th November 2015
Venue: Aller Farm, Upottery, Devon
Judges:
		
		

TD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Gary Haim
Pippa Bentham
Barbara Riste

ENTRY FEES: Tracking Stakes £18.00 CD: £12
£1 reduction for Wessex WTC Members
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY: 26TH OCTOBER 2015.
Entries with Fees and a SAE to: Brian Riste, 126 Henson Park, Chard,
Somerset TA20 1NJ.
Tel. 01460 65126.
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ASPADS

WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY

CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
At: Dundee, en din g on Sunda y 8 No ve mb e r 2015
Judges

TD
WD
UD
CD

Ann Bedford
Gary Tait
Brian Glasgow
Brian Glasgow

ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 7 October 2015
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Pam Cuthbert, 180 Macalpine Road, Dundee, DD3 9HP
Tel: 01382 818698
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
At: Enfield, end in g o n Su nda y 6 D ec e mb e r 2015
Judges

WD nosework
UD nosework
CD and C&A

Margo Brothwell
Judy Meekings
Dave Self

ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 3 November 2015
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Vana Moody, 35 Chace Avenue, Potters Bar, EN6 5LZ
Tel: 01707 651724

Entry Fees: PD Stake, £25.00 - Tracking Stakes, £21.00 – CD/Intro, £16.00
Fully paid up members may deduct £2 per entry
For Schedules and/or Membership Information (S.A.E. please)
Contact: Hon Sec: Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, GU18 5RB.
Tel: 01276 475225 Mob: 07795 086843 Email: judymeekings@yahoo.co.uk

Please note that entries will only accepted on Kennel Club approved forms.
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